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The purpose of this research is to describe the implementation of the principle’s role and function in leading The Muhammadiyah Elementary School of Metro. This research is focus on the principle’s role and function as an educator, a manager, an administrator, a supervisor, a leader, an innovator, a motivator, and an entrepreneur.

The study is a Qualitative research using case study, and data collecting technique through observation, documentation and interview. Data source is from education field of Muhammadiyah alliance, principal, vice-principal, supervisor, teacher, staff, committee, student proxy and student. Data analyze uses triangulation, it compares between the observation result of documentation and the interview result.

The results of this research are: 1) the principal’s role and function as an educator, the principal has professionalism as an educator and can give motivation for the teachers to have a professionalism as a teacher, 2) the principal’s role and function as a manager, the principal does the management functions well, can manage the school organization so it can run effectively, 3) the principal’s role and function as an administrator can run well, as the indicator is the physical approval from school management administration, 4) the principal’s role and function is good enough as a supervisor, by doing a supervision to teachers and staffs, it is felt by teachers and staffs as a media to increase their jobs. 5) the role and the function as leader can run well, he has integrity, discipline, commitment, consistency and democratic leader, he is able to understand the school organization, vision, mission and characteristic of Muhammadiyah Elementary School of Metro, 6) the role and the function as an innovator can run well. As an innovation agent, the principal tries to develop an insight for the teachers and the staffs, so it can make the productivity becomes better. 7) the role and the function as a motivator can run well, the indicators are teachers and staffs are able to do a job according to the target and the institution gives a reward in the form of educational scholarship in master degree/S2, 8) the role and the function as an entrepreneur, the principal has the soul of entrepreneur, high motivation, hard working, optimistic, creativity and perseverance in developing a school.
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